
LEAP – 
Child Sexual Abuse (CSA)

Challenges

  CSA investigations form a major part of digital forensic 
investigations and the amount of data which can be 
stored on a device is growing exponentially

Every investigation involves an ever-increasing 
number of digital devices, with mobile devices being 
the most prevalent

2017 German police investigation with over 40 victims 
involved 14 terabytes of data including 3 million 
photos and 86,000 videos

In 2018 the UK based Internet Watch Foundation 
(IWF) fl agged over 100,000 websites as hosting or 
linking to CSA content

  New CSA content is created continuously meaning 
solutions relying solely on detection by fi le hashes are 
no longer suffi  cient

Law enforcement agencies have fi nite resources and 
are quickly overwhelmed leading to large backlogs 
and risks leaving off enders unmanaged in the public 
domain for longer

Modern law enforcement, investigative, and military 
operations are overwhelmed by ever-growing volumes of 
data generated from increasing numbers of seized digital 

devices and media. T3Ks analytical platform, LEAP, is an 
AI-embedded automated tool for quick analysis of mobile 

devices and other media sources.



 LEAP allows the investigation to be rapidly focussed on 
only those devices which contain relevant content

 Our solution saves time and dramatically reduces the 
need for an investigator to manually review media files 
on a device

 LEAP automatically leverages advanced machine 
learning to locate CSA material within thousands of 
images and videos

 Metadata captured during the analysis enables relevant 
media locations on the device to be identified quickly. 
This allows the starting point of the investigation to be 
rapidly established

As part of LEAP.media, T3K has developed an Image 
Object Recognition model to find not only historical CSA 
content but also content which has never been seen 
before

While most Image Recognition models look at a whole 
picture for detection, LEAP.CSA is trained to detect only 
the relevant parts of it, resulting in higher detection 
rates, with less false positives
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1   Device content is analyzed by AI

2   Previously unknown CSA content is detected

3    Metadata enables the investigation to  
be focused from the beginning

4   Investigation starting point identified


